
 

 
 

G-S Hypo Fabric Cement 
For Precision Work 

Guidelines / Recommendations 
 

  
 For porous-to-porous or porous-to-non-porous surfaces. 

 Use in well-ventilated area. 

 Apply cement to surface and position immediately for permanent bonding. 

 Ideal for fabric, beading, arts & crafts, balsa wood, paper, decorative bridal applications, 
costuming, hem repairs, controlling frayed edges, appliqués, yarn, home décor and any 
precise decorative application. 

 Fast drying.   

 Will not bond fingers. 

 A more viscous cement. (The formula needs to be thicker to adhere to porous materials.) 

 Fabric applications:  Pre-shrink fabric before use.  Test on sample.  

 Allow 24 hours before washing.  Washing by hand recommended.  Can be machine washed.  
Do not dry clean.  

 Paper and Photo applications:  Acid free and Lignin free. 

 Due to the fact that G-S Hypo Fabric Cement is thicker, it requires a more hand strength to get 
it started out of the tube. 

 To get an even flow of cement, move the tube slowly along the surface while squeezing the 
tube with your thumb.  Initially apply pressure from the center of the tube, pushing gently with 
your thumb towards the tip, to move the cement out through the precision applicator. 

 Clean or peel off any excess drops of cement on applicator before use. 

 Flatten the tube as it is used; do not roll, twist or bend. 

 Take care not to twist the tube, as twisting may cause the tube to crack. 

 Do not exert pressure on the applicator tip when applying cement.  Pressure can cause the 
precision applicator to become dislodged.  Gently move the applicator along the surface while 
applying the cement. 

 Place cap wire in applicator when not in use to stop the flow of cement out of the applicator.  
Helpful hint:  Place applicator flat against finger to help guide the cap wire into the precision 
applicator. 

 Always thoroughly clean the precision applicator area and neck of tube with acetone or nail 
polish remover before closing the cap.  This will prevent drops of cement from sealing the cap 
to the tube. 

 Store G-S Hypo Fabric Cement at room temperature.  Do not refrigerate or freeze. 

 Shelf-life:  6-12 months from date of purchase. Best if used within a few weeks of opening. 
 

Because the cement tends to keep flowing out of the applicator once it starts, here is a helpful hint 
when doing assembly work:   If you do not have time to place the cap wire into the precision 
applicator between uses, keep an empty spice bottle in your work area, along with a small piece of 
sponge soaked in nail polish remover.  After using the cement, set the tube “neck up” in the spice 
bottle and place the wet sponge over the precision applicator. This will stop the flow of cement and 
keep the applicator clean and ready for use. 

 


